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Providing complete network and security visibility
Rebasoft Auditor Core is a next-generation software application designed to give
organizations unrivalled visibility into all devices and users connecting to the
network. The one, accurate, up-to-date source of what is happening on your
network is the network itself. Using standard mechanisms Auditor Core can, in
real-time, interrogate the network and catalog every device connected over time.
Auditor Core takes the captured data and correlates the end-device, the allocated
network address and, if enabled, the user that has authenticated to the domain.
This provides both a real-time view as well as an historic record of all network access. This basic set of information can be used for a variety of purposes within an
organization—such as security, problem management, change control and more.

Key Benefits
Total network visibility
Auditor Core helps with operational
efficiency by showing all the network
and relating it to users—this
saves time and effort in managing
operational tasks
Reduced downtime
Auditor Core capabilities mean that
information can be found faster,
leading to improved MTTR (meantime-to-repair)
Improved network security
Security on a network must start
with an understanding of what
needs to be secured. Auditor Core
provides the foundation for security
asset management by showing all
users and devices connected to your
network

Auditor Core goes beyond many other systems, in allowing real world information to be reported along with the network; a user will be a real person in a real
department in a physical location not just an abstract userID. These relationships
can be seen at-a-glance. Auditor Core is open, you do not necessarily need to
throw away existing systems; integration and coexistence are part of Core’s DNA.

What can Core provide?
Delivering single environment that can serve multiple teams, Auditor Core provides a foundation that:

Manage network capacity
Auditor Core capacity planning
lets you manage adds, moves and
changes more effectively—enabling
much better use of your existing
infrastructure investment

Improves security
• Real-time Security Asset Management
• Rogue device detection
• Compliance with acceptable use policies
• Combat Malware by identifying potential zero-day threats
• User access anomaly detection
• Hacking / Denial of Service

Fast deployment
Software only (no probes/agents to
install or configure) Auditor Core can
be installed and commissioned in
minutes

Speeds problem resolution:
• Improve network availability (Reduce Mean Time To Fix)
• End-to-end visibility – improved user satisfaction
• Integration / coexistence with current systems
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System Requirements
System requirements vary
depending on the number of
sources monitored. The following
requirements are a guideline:
• Dual core Intel Xeon or AMD
similar processor
• 2GB RAM, although performance
will benefit from increased RAM
• 160 GB SATA 7200rpm+ disk (or
greater depending on network size
and period of storage)
• Windows 2003/2008 server or
Linux (VMware supported)
• Internet Explorer V8 or later,
Mozilla V3 or later (JavaScript
must enabled in the browser)

Technology Features
• Find users by name, IP, device,
location and more
• Detailed forensic audit trails
• Watchlist to track roaming devices
• Whitelist alerts for unknown
devices accessing your network
• Categorized “Tagging” with
external data from HR, Asset
management systems and more

Supports capacity/change process
• Drive up return on assets
• Real-time user based resource planning
• Quality control for adds, moves and changes
• Virtualization
• Datacenter consolidation

How does it work?
Auditor Core sits on a central server and uses SNMP to connect to the network.
Together with data collected from user authentication systems, Core correlates
and reports on
• Who connected to the network
• Where they connected
• What device they used
With this foundation of information, Auditor Core allow users to search by any
data captured and provide a variety of reports via the web or other formats

Is it for my organization?
Auditor Core is suited to any type of organization. Auditor Core will be of major
benefit to any organization that has
• More than 500 network users
• Users across multiple locations
• A multivendor environment
• Under pressure operationally
• Security / audit concerns

• Capacity planning reports
• Build and track change plans
• Easy to navigate web interface
• Extensive integration and full URL
controls
• Fast deployment, probe-less
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About Rebasoft
Rebasoft delivers next-generation software to enable network and security
operations to become more effective. Our company was built by network and
security engineers who not only know how to run and secure networks, but also
see the limitations in today’s systems that many of our clients use.

21 London Road, Twyford, Reading
United Kingdom RG10 9EH

Our aim is to continuously develop our products based on best practice and
customer need. We aim to deliver out-of-the-box functionality that delivers real
benefits. Fast. This means delivering great value, easy-to-use software.
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The result, we hope, will change the way people work, delivering significant
savings to organisations of all types and sizes.

: +44 (0) 800 799 7322
: info@rebasoft.net
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